
REBUTTAL 

To Vancouver Police Dept. 
RE: VP Officer, Detective 

Sandra L. Aldridge 
Declaration of Probable Cause                           

VERIFIABLY FALSE 
 

By Guido A. Bini 

4/10/2015 

 

 

Following is Detective Sandra Aldridge's probable cause statement of 5/7/2014.  There are 
many false and misleading statements within it.  I have corrected some of the most egregious 
of them within the document (my comments are bold and blue).  With these and other 
deceptive statements and actions, she has displayed a consistent bias against me, attempting 
to depict herself as a responsible and concerned public official and me as a dangerous man 
under the influence of an even more dangerous man.  All of that is nonsense, and has been 
from the beginning.  Instead, it is her own misbehavior which emerges into the light of 
scrutiny when that light is shined upon the actions and history of Sheryl Cresap Smith, 
especially as it involves my employer, John Garrett Smith. As my half-century of arrest-free 
(prior to encountering Det. Aldridge) behavior establishes, I am not as she wants me to 
appear.  She, on the other hand, has a documented history of misbehavior in multiple cases 
leading to multiple appeals granted because of it.  Both her history and mine point to the 
reality of the present dispute, and no amount of fabricated arrests will change it. 
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John Garrett Smith (goes by Garrett) is currently housed at the Clark County Jail 

pending a criminal case in which he was charged for the Attempted Murder of his wife, 

Sheryl [Cresap] Smith, During his stay in jail, Garrett has established and cultivated [?] 

a relationship with Guido A. Bini [Guido A. Bini aka “Guy Bini”, was hired as an 

interim CEO in Garrett’s business ventures prior to ever meeting Garrett]. This 

[working business] relationship has been maintained through phone calls, emails and 

video chats through the Telmate System and I have viewed and listened to these 

communications as part of my follow up investigation into the above mentioned 

Attempted Murder case (V13-8172). [Detective Sandra Aldridge (DSA) has NEVER 

provided any hard evidence of her multiple false accusations. NONE.]  

Guy has been a spokesperson on behalf of Garrett [I have been an outspoken private 

citizen, employee and business associate advocating against the malicious 

prosecution by Deputy PA Jennifer Nugent and refusal by DSA to investigate 

PROVEN fraudulent activity of alleged victim, Sheryl Cresap Smith (SCS)] 

and is purporting Garrett's innocence of the pending charges [I am guilty of exercising 

my civil rights aka “Freedom of Speech.” DSA is in urgent need of a “refresher 

course” in US civics]. As part of being his voice, Guy, with information provided by 

both Garrett and Garrett's parents, has repeatedly reached out to friends and business 

associates that are in common between Garrett and Sheryl, both by phone and email   

[I had been reaching out to Garrett’s friends and business associates. Not ONE of 

the friends and business associates alleged to be in common ever came forward]. 

Guy has also distributed a [link] to a blog entitled "Garrett's Voice” (as well as other titles 

and headings) [DSA cyber attacked the blog on 4/24/14 and 4/28/14, Traci had to 

rename her blog to “Free Garrett.” DSA has been OBSESSED with the blog as it 

identifies her misconduct] in which Guy does not stop at proclaiming Garrett's 

innocence, [VERIFIABLY FALSE, DSA is alluding to Traci proclaiming Garrett’s 

innocent. However, I whole heartedly agree with Traci. Garrett is innocent] but 

proceeds to distribute information specifically about Sheryl regarding her possible 

mental health status, [VERIFIABLY FALSE, Traci has NEVER published any of 

Sheryl’s mental health issues on her blog. It is common knowledge SCS has bi-
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polar manic depression and her mother was/is her Guardian Ad Litem. Yet, DSA 

continues to disregard the facts] Lawsuits filed against her, [lawsuits initiated by 

SCS with an appearance of insurance fraud] her being an alcoholic, [It’s is 

verifiably true, SCS is alleged to be an ugly drunk] her concocting a plan to set 

Garrett up in this investigation [MISPRISION OF A FELONY, DSA has refused to 

investigate the fraud perpetrated by SCS] in an effort to take his money [and his 

intellectual properties, both VERIFIABLY TRUE], and her "false" claims to be a real 

estate agent [VERIFIABLY TRUE, I filed a complaint with the WA DOL RE Dept on 

4/25/2014, SCS promoted herself online as a real estate agent with Keller 

Williams. SCS’s real estate license had been expired since 1/4/2011, over 3 years. 

Who does that? The woman has mental issues and continues to be used by the 

local criminal justice system]  

As this site was sent to mutual friends, business associates and family members, 

[VERIFIABLY FALSE, not one of the friends and business associates alleged to 

be in common were proven to have received the link. More hearsay] the blog 

information was forwarded to Sheryl Smith [VERIFIABLY FALSE, per sworn 

testimony, DSA provided the blog info to SCS], who viewed them in Clark County 

where she lives, and she became aware of its existence [MISLEADING, DSA provided 

the blog info to SCS]. Due to the nature of the claims and statements about Sheryl 

and the affect it had on her; she contacted me and reported this information 

[VERIFIABLY FALSE, per sworn testimony, DSA provided the blog info to SCS]. 

Sheryl stated she was embarrassed and felt harassed by this information [VERIFIABLY 

FALSE, SCS was furious about the blog info and attempted to discourage me via 

12 emails using the alias lowreytaylorr777@yahoo.com], specifically since it was 

sent to people close to her [VERIFIABLY FALSE, no proof] and potentially could affect 

her earning potential [MISLEADING, SCS has not been gainfully employed since..?] 

since the information can be publicly accessed and located through a simple "Google 

Search". [VERIFIABLY FALSE, Google Search “SHERYL CRESAP” not Sheryl 

Smith] Sheryl Smith obtained a valid anti-harassment order [Temporary Order of 

Protection TOP], order number 14H000097, on March 29th 2014 [INACURATE, 

correct date April 29, 2014] naming Guy Bini as the respondent. I [IMPROPERLY] 
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served the order personally to Guy Bini at his home at 3710 NE 109th Ave apt B-9, 

Vancouver, WA on the same date [INACURATE, April 29, 2014] (l have since served 

Mr. Bini with an extension of the same order [MISLEADING, served TOP extension 

May 7, 90 min after show cause hearing was set over, DSA arrests me for felony 

cyberstalking]) I also explained to Mr. Bini that he was being investigated for 

Cyberstalking and that the charge [VERIFABLY FALSE, never explained to me that I 

was under any investigation. INACURATE, charged while under investigation?] 

stemmed from the information in the blog he was disseminating [VERFIABLY FALSE, 

not my blog, DSA took opportunity to intimidate me, stated “Garrett is guilty and 

there is nothing that can be done about it.”Continued with “ you need to rethink 

your position in all of this”]  

Mr. Bini did not make any statement denying the blog [wow, is DSA for real? She 

served me an unsubstantiated TOP and she is now asserting guilt based upon 

what I did not say] and I have heard him and Garrett discuss the blog in detail and at 

length via the Telmate System [so?]. I later checked the blog site and discovered it had 

been set to a private/by invitation only access [MISLEADING, the blog was set to 

private access temporarily as it suffered two cyber attacks by DSA in which 

content was destroyed] However, after a few days, this status changed back to a 

public access setting [VERIFIABLY TRUE, and we captured DSA’s IP address] and 

again can be discovered by a simple "Google Search" of Sheryl Smith [VERIFIABLY 

FALSE, must Google Search “SHERYL CRESAP”]. I also noted that none of the 

embarrassing, harassing or tormenting language and disparaging comments about 

Sheryl had been removed. [UNSUBSTANTIATED, freedom of speech, truth hurts]  

This information has very negatively affected Sheryl Smith as she is still recovering from 

physical and emotional injuries from the assault by Garrett Smith [VERIFIALBY FALSE, 

medical testimony verified SCS did not sustain life threatening injuries. The 

emotional injuries… subjective, hearsay, hyperbole, neuroticism, false reporting] 

I determined from my investigation that there was probable cause to arrest Guy Bini for 

Cyberstalking, RCW 9.61.260, Felony charge, as Mr. Bini is specifically named as the 

respondent in an anti-harassment order with Sheryl Smith listed as the protected party. 

[This qualifies as VPD detective work? DSA admitted she misinterpreted RCW 
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9.61.260. MISLEADING, cyberstalking charge exonerated on 5/12/14, DSA 

continued to promote her false claims supporting her false arrest and unlawful 

seizure of iPhone. DSA continues to risk her career by attempting to criminalize 

me. Someone who has never been in trouble with the law before. EVER] I went to 

Guy's residence to make the arrest but he was not there [more bloviated drivel. Good 

thing I was not there. DSA would have invaded our home and stole our 

computers. On 5/7, DSA is seen in court video using her position as a VPO to 

curry favor with the court in a civil matter in which she has inserted herself].  

I called him on the phone and he agreed to meet with me at the Starbuck's coffee shop 

at 8th St and Columbia St. [DSA called me an hour after the 5/7 hearing was set 

over and said she had “paperwork” for me. I informed DSA that I was enjoying 

coffee with friends and I invited her to meet me at STARBUCKS] I met with Guy 

and first served him with the extension of the above mentioned order and then informed 

him he was under arrest for Cyberstalking. I placed Guy into cuffs and double locked 

them after checking for proper fit. [MISLEADING, omission of 5/7 hearing] I was 

accompanied by Sgt. A. Hamlin [DSA’s supervisor] who retrieved Guy's cell phone 

from the table where he was initially sitting [MISLEADING AND FALSE, iPhone was in 

front of Traci’s chair. Sgt Hamlin walked 70’ to cross 8TH St and guessed as he 

seized the iPhone under protest from 3 witnesses] as I wished to seize it as 

evidence in this case. [ADMISSION OF A PRE-TEXT OF ARREST, in order to seize 

iPhone. DSA Misinterprets law then justifies the seizure of my iPhone] Guy and his 

girlfriend, Traci [Eccles], both claimed the phone belonged to Traci [Traci is financially 

responsible for the iPhone]. I called the listed number I had for Guy, which is the 

number he uses to call Garrett Smith in jail, and the phone seized rang. [UNLAWFUL 

SEIZURE, more drivel] This clearly indicated to me that this phone was the phone 

commonly and often used by Guy, regardless of who claimed ownership [more drivel 

and indicates probable cause was not prepared on May 7]. I then transported Guy 

to the CCSO Jail where he was booked and lodged for cyberstalking, [FALSE ARREST 

and UNLAWFUL SEIZURE more drivel] the cell phone was placed into temporary 

evidence at the DVPC Unit pending a search of the phone. [Multiple violations of 

mishandling evidence, a separate complaint for the unlawful seizure to follow] 
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To summarize, Det. Sandra Aldridge’s declaration of probable cause is full of 

false and misleading statements. It is cluttered with drivel as she attempts to 

overcompensate for her lack of an investigation. There remains alone one simple 

fact, Detect Sandra Aldridge did NOT have probable cause to arrest me. What 

does remain, however, is the trail of witness intimidation as DSA used her 

position, as the lead investigator in the State Vs John Garrett Smith, to 

discourage me testifying in a capital case. Finally, if DSA has nothing to hide or 

anything to fear, her case would stand on its merits, of which, there are NONE.  

 

The following list of statements has been identified in DSA’s probable cause: 

VERIFIABLY TRUE STATEMENTS …………………………..   3 

VERIFIABLEY FALSE STATEMENTS ………………………. 14 

INACURATE STATEMENTS …………………………………...  5 

MISLEADING STATEMENTS …………………………………. 12 

UNSTUBSTANTIATED DRIVEL ……………………………….   7 

 

Violations of Civil Liberties: 

 FALSE ARREST(S) 

 UNLAWFUL SEIZURE 

 WITNESS INTIMIDATION 

 WITNESS TAMPERING 

 

Violations of RCWs & Dept Policy  

 KNOWINGLY ISSUE A FALSE ORDER(S) 

 KNOWINGLY FILE A FALSE REPORT(S) 

 USING POSITION TO INTIMIDATE LAW ABIDING CITIZEN(S) 

 INVOLVING SELF IN UNRELATED CIVIL MATTER 

 FAILING TO PROPERLY HANDLE AND ENTER EVIDENCE 

 USING POSITION TO CURRY FAVOR(S) 

 MISPRISION OF FELONY 


